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y Two conceptions of African cooperatives:
y Neither voluntary nor members’ organizations, but
extensions of the state
y Capitalist extensions of the market that drive class
interests
y Do cooperatives in Africa foster the social and
solidarity economy?
y What has been their contribution to socio-economic
development (decent society)?

WHAT IS THE SOCIAL AND
SOLIDARITY ECONOMY?
y Voluntary organizational enterprises that produces
goods, services and knowledge while fostering
solidarity and pursuing both economic and social aims
y Salient characteristics:
y Voluntary: open membership and commitment
y Participatory: accountable to those they serve
y Solidarity: people, mutual and self-help oriented
y Not motivated by profit, but long-term social benefits
y Business to raise capital

y Examples:
y Cooperatives
y Mutual benefit societies
y Social
S i l enterprises
i
y Economically active communal associations
y Foundations
y Cooperatives are the prominent embodiment of the
social and solidarity economy

COOPERATIVES
• Voluntary, autonomous and democratically governed

business association for satisfying socio-economic needs
of members and community
• Based on the values of openness, self
self-help,
help, social
responsibility, democracy and equality, equity and
solidarity
• Membership is open to anyone who satisfies certain nondiscriminatory conditions
• Economic benefits are distributed proportionally to each
member's level of participation in the cooperative rather
than capital invested

y Seven principles of cooperatives
y Voluntary and open membership
y Democratic member control
y Economic participation by members
y Autonomy and independence
y Education, training and information
y Cooperation among cooperatives
y Concern for community
y Have African cooperatives lived to these principles to
foster social & solidarity economy?
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THE LACK OF SOLIDARITY IN
AFRICAN COOPERATIVES
y Colonial origins without people’s solidarity
y Intended to maximize benefits to the colonial state; not
the interests of Africans
y Africans initially not allowed to form cooperatives
y African agitation to form cooperatives not motivated by
their solidarity to start and democratically manage
viable enterprises for satisfying their interests
y Africans gradually introduced to a controlled
cooperative movement

y State-controlled cooperative development after
independence
y Cooperatives considered important for national
development; hence to be controlled by the state
y Cooperative legislation and policy enabled the state to
intervene in cooperative affairs
y Cooperatives assigned monopolistic roles in marketing
of agricultural produce and administering statesponsored credit facilities
y Cooperative leaders aligned to the state and people
coerced to join cooperatives to market their produce

LIBERALIZATION AND AFRICAN
COOPERATIVES
y Tremendous growth in membership and number of

cooperatives, but without the voluntary “bottom-up”
character to build solidarity
y Lack of supervisory capacity by the state and/or state
officials’ collusion with cooperative leaders led to
corruption, mismanagement, inefficiency, etc.
y Members disassociated themselves from cooperatives
and regarded them to be part of the government
y Emasculated cooperatives: poor financial base; not
profitable; low membership; dependent on the state…

y Neo-liberalism forced the state to withdraw its support
to cooperatives by the mid 1990s
y Withdrawal of audit, supervision and management
training services
y Reduction in the size of government cooperative
development departments that provided these services
y Restructuring of cooperative policy and legislation to
give cooperatives complete autonomy from the state
y End of monopoly status for cooperatives as the free
market allowed competitors to provide services

THE REVIVAL OF SOLIDARITY IN
COOPERATIVES
y The impact on cooperatives was two-fold: fail to
compete and collapse or compete and succeed.
y Many cooperatives collapse due to:
y Withdrawal
Wi hd
l off membership
b hi
y Abuse of freedom by cooperative leaders
y Lack of financial resources to provide services
y The ensuing economic crisis led some cooperatives to
reassess themselves and devise survival measures that
enabled them to succeed

y Economic difficulties rekindled the spirit of mutual
self-help in the surviving cooperatives
y The liberal economic environment allowed
cooperatives
p
to reinvent their businesses
y The new environment created opportunities for
forming new cooperatives to offer services on demand
y The freedom to organize (for the first time in some
countries) regroup and regenerate the true spirit of
solidarity in cooperatives
y The new-found solidarity resulted into renewal of the
cooperative movement:
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CONTRIBUTION TO DEVELOPMENT
y Structural reorganization of the movement: new

structures; replacement of unions & federations; new
federations; etc.
y Diversification of cooperative ventures from the
“ di i
“traditional”
l” activities
i i i to additional
ddi i
l or new activities
i ii
y Cooperatives operating as demand-driven and marketoriented businesses by:
y
y
y

Seeking market niches through production of marketable
products
Offering competitive prices to producers as per prevailing
market forces
Investing in quality management by hiring professional staff

y There is marked improvement in cooperative business
performance evidenced by:
y Growing membership and active participation
y Increased
I
d tturnover and
d profitability
fit bilit
y Provision of services to members
y Setting up community support projects
y The list of successful cooperatives that are producing
goods and services in many countries is growing
y Successful cooperatives have made significant
contributions to development (decent society) by:

CONCLUSION
y Creating employment opportunities
y Mobilizing productive resources like credit, farm inputs
y Educating members on entrepreneurship and social well-

being
y Providing
P idi social
i l services
i
to b
benefit
fi the
h wider
id community,
i e.g.

establishing schools, health services, etc.
y A number of factors account for this success:
y Freedom to autonomously organize and operate
y Active membership participation and oversight
y Partnerships for mobilizing capital and marketing
y Ability to produce goods and services on demand

y The absence of solidarity in African cooperatives up to
the late 1990s adversely affected the fostering of the
social and solidarity economy in Africa
y The revival of p
people’s
p
solidarityy since the late 1990s
99
has rekindled the cooperative spirit, leading to
improved performance of cooperatives
y Cooperatives are increasingly contributing to the
improvement of people’s living conditions
y Cooperatives are fostering the social and solidarity
economy, which is one of the means for realizing
African development
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